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Easy Nest XL
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Easy Nest XL

The Nest series takes its lead from the user, not the other way 

around. Today it is natural to change seats throughout the course 

of a day. Dwell-time and places for concentration, have become part 

of the public realm, as means of wellness and motivation. When the 

Easy Nest was launched in 2015, it took less than two years until 

there was a request for a larger, even more embracing, version of 

the soft armchair. Standing tall for happier, more comfortable, envi-

ronments the Easy Nest XL provides for a quiet necessity. 

Design: Form Us With Love

Form Us With Love was founded in 2005 and since its conception, 

the studio has burned with a passion for design and its democratic 

potential. Its belief is that we all have a right to meaningful design.

At the studio’s core lies a process that blends traditional creative 

practices with a lean, strategic application. The central intention is 

to evolve with the needs of each project, its place in the market and 

the ever-changing needs of real people.
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Form Us With Love

High quality moulded foam. Legs in solid soaped oak / solid black stained oak or in powder lacquered steel.

Available in all fabrics and leather types
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